Re: Out-of-State Students in New Hampshire

This notice is for those who want to have students from programs outside the New Hampshire borders ride for clinical time with a New Hampshire licensed service.

In order for a student from a program outside of the State of New Hampshire’s borders to attend a clinical ride site with a licensed New Hampshire EMS unit within New Hampshire, a program must provide the following:

- A letter to the New Hampshire Division of Fire Standards and Training & EMS, stating that students will be riding in the state and listing the name of the in-state medical director.
- Proof of program accreditation.
- Evidence of a written preceptor agreement with a New Hampshire licensed unit.
- Evidence of preceptorship requirements; this should prove that the preceptors have been educated as to the expectations required of them and also made aware of student expectations.

Once the above is provided to the State of New Hampshire, students will be allowed to complete clinical ride time with a State of New Hampshire licensed unit.

Please contact our education office at (603) 223-4200 if there are any questions.